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A nearly idsal lens optimization procedure

Berlyn Brixner

Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamoa, New Mexico 07545

Abstract

The Brixner lens optimization procedure, in which a lene deeign moves ●teadily toward
diffraction-limited performance, ●amples lene performance with bundlea of precieely traced
ekew raya, analyzes performance by calculating the image-mpot ●izoe and poeitions, ●nd
optimizee performance in a least equaree myetem that minlmizee the lateral ray deviation
from their idaal image points. Minimizing tho rma image-spot eize minimizes tho rmm optical
path diffarencea (OPDe). Minimizing the rms OPDe also optimizee the diffraction ❑ovulation
tranefer function (DFITF). Minimizing the image-spot ●ize and poeition ● rrors aleo minimizoe
and balancee the Seidel and higher-order abarratio le.

Introduction

The Brixnar lens optimization procadure lb nearly ideal becauee it is vereatile, faat,
and precise, and the deeignar can ba eura hhen the optimum minimum region hae been reached.
The pracedure uaee the parameter specit’ied by the designer to maka the imagee aa nearly
diffraction limited ma poesible, an effort that may be fruetraLing by ●imultaneouely
to mee t

trying
other difficult imaging requjremente. Am cptirtzation moveo lene performance into

1

the optimum minimum ragion, tne main identifying eharactariatice develop, parameter
gradients that ara all very small and of similar ●izo. When the parameter gradientm are
very ●mall, the effect of manufacturing ● rrore on image quality ~e at a minimum. Aa a r9-
eult of this image optimization, th Sei.iel and higher-order aberration are minimised and
balanced for the epecified image field. To obtain the reeults described above, the optimi-
zation procedure aamplee lens performance with bundles of precisely F.raced skew raye,
analyzes performance by calculating the sizee and pomitiona of the image ●pote, ●iid
optimizes performance by minimizing the lateral ray deviation from their ideal image
pointn. minimizing the apot aizee alao minimizae the optical path djfferencee ●nd therefora
optimizes the modulation tranmfer function.

Thie paper givee a summary of the further developments of the L08 Alamoe general-purpoe~
lans optimization program since It was introduced twenty-two yoara aqo in the Applied Optics
lesue that featured Lann Deeign and Computare. 1 At that time, the roe Alamom code was tha
only known umer of my procedure, which optimizee lens performance by means of a statistical
analysie of many-ray image-spot elze ~nd poeition data in a leaet ●quarel’. ●yetem. By 1970,
T. C. Doyle had epeeded calculations eo much that a crude 10-surface lonm deeign
optimized

could be
●n udh to

9
reach the optimum-performance region in 20-60 ●econda of CDC-7600

machine time. Although the programe break with tradition becaume they make no ume OC
claesical aberration theory, they do not replace the use of Seldel analyaie &e a guida whan
deelgning lenqee. Simply etated, our programa drive the urror function of a
prescription to the

etartlng
optimum-minimum ragion, where maximum optical correction ie obtained

from ●ach variablo parameter. The Loe Alamoe programe optimize a lene by making
prescription changee that lead directly toward diffraction-limited perfurmanco, The optimi-
zation ia achieved by minimizing tlla OPDe in ●ach Image-forming beam. The OPDe are
mlnlmlzwd by mlnimizinq the lateral ray deviatlone in ●ach image epot at representative
image poeitiona on the Focal ●urface of interemt. Minimizing the lateral ray devlatlone
minlm~zeq the OPDe becauae the rme image-epot size and the rma OPDa in the ray bundle are
proportional quantitiae. Minimizing the rme OPDm aleo optimizee the DMTF becauee both mea-
aure the approach to diffraction-limltad per[or ante.

9’
Althou h my experimental demonetra-

tluns of these relatlonahipe have bean publlshcd, Yanalytic rler vatlone of theeo relation-
ehlpu are too difficult for ue to ettairl at preeent, Minimizing the imaqo-spot oiza and
poeltion errorn minimlzee and balancee all eev@n Seldel ●nd higher-order aberration becauae
all cause lateral deviation OC the rayn from their ideal image points. Huwevar, the Seidel
aberration ar~ approximations of the actual image errors and their optimized valuec
ueually

● re
not zero. The lene Ie optimized in three atepal firet, bundlee of preclmely

traced akaw raye era used LO form imaq~ @pots that
second,

sample the performance OC the ltne~
lene performance le analyzed etatietlcally by calculating the errors in the eizes

and pomltlona of the image ●petal ●nd, third, a leaat equaree ayetem trlea to reduce ●ll tha
Image ● r:ure to zero by euitnble changee of the lenu parameter. During the pa~~t
twmnty-five year~ thim procqdure hae proved ●ffective and v~rnatllo for dlecovering more
then 140 complex lene daolgne that met a variety of imaging requlrementa,



The development of unconventional lens optimization codes at Los Alamos was
1958 after I decided

started in
that minimizing the lateral ray deviations in the ray bundle should

lead toward diffraction-limited performance. There wan little evidence for the validity of
that conclusion when I got C. A. Lehman to start making the first etatiotical code to m
specifications, a unique problem that wan soon taken over and completed by J. C. Holladay. i

Ths ●ight-signi ficant-figure calculation then available was sufficient for most lateral de-
viation calculations, but calculation of the OPDS for statistical analynis was tedious and
riot precise enough to be generally useful without double precieion, which was even more
tedious. By the time fifteen-significant-figure calculation became routine, my intuitive
conclusion had already been confirmed by the observed performance of lenees designed at LOS
Alamo#. The next confirmation came when I compared a serie
ante ●valuations with their corresponding image-spot sizes.

~ of OPD and Df4TF lens perform-
Our additional rvaluation~ have

confirmed the rma-OPD/rms-spot-size constant ratio at constant relative aperture for several

aperture::~ comPlex lenoea operating over a largesimple range of focal lengths and relative
Although uae of the rma image-spot-size criterion for Image evaluation

optimizati~~a programs
in lens

was not generally accepted wk.en the Los Alamoa codes were developed,
it im now. Recently reviewed are methods of accurately calculati g the effective size of
the raytraced image spot, which ha8 been questioned for many years. 9

The Los Alamos lens optimization programn

In the Loa Alamos lens optimization programs,
the asme

optical image errors are anulyzed in much
waya that they are measured visually on the optical bench. Analysis is

accomplished by providing a relatively simple and quick method of tracing many bundles of
specified skew rays, of determining where the rayu a re going, 0[ specifying where they
should go, and, finally, of getting them to go where they should go. Lena-performance optim-
ization is directed by the Los Alamos single-number least squares error function, which
includes only those performance errors that continually improve imaging am they approach
zero. Some types of ● rrors, such as distortion in a very wide cngle lens, may impair
imaging if they are included in the ● rror function. The performance ● rrors are discovered,
first, by tracing numarous bundles of skew rays to secure a COT;--’ _Isiva sampling of the
image ●pota, and second, by making a statistical ●valuation of Lhe image-spot sizes and po-
sitions. Root-mean-square averaging of the many-ray data is used for ths statistical evalu-
●tion of lens performance errors. The rma radius of the rays in ●n image opot generated by
a bundle of rays ia an ●xample of a performance error. By weighting ●ach type of image
●rror, tho deeignor can ●mphasize, balance, or neglect celected performance characteristics
to nuit the needs of each imaging problem. This image analysis by statistical methodo ia
the foundation of the Los Alamoo lens optimization programs.

In the program a large number of rays from several objact points are traced through the
optical ●ystem, and the ayatem has a number of adjustable parameters, all a~, ,..,aN. The
parameter are varied to reduce the error function. If the Lays come [rem a selected group
of obj~c-t points with heights H1, . . ..H and are traced through ●ntrance
PI,...,

pupil points
Pi:, then their interscctiono wit! the image plane give a matrix of val[les g and hi

for th~ x And y internect.ions that measure the departure ‘rem perfect focuainq, ‘l~e ;erro
function is

m n, , 1/2

(1)

In the lenn optimization calculation the lens parametorm ● rw changed, with the 11’s and P’a
hold fixed, so the M’a are functions of the a’s, An ltoration in the program is dcflnod to
ho a chanq~ of Lle a’s that reduced M, so at ●ach iteration a now value of M 1s produced and
thase M’D make a monotonically decreased mequonco, M1, M2#. ..#Mk, where the aubocripta jumt
numb-r the program iteration,

At ●ach program iteration lt im alno poaaible to calculate th@ optical path difference,
W, for ●ach ray, ●nd to aum . he squaroa of th~ differences to get ●nether ● rror function.
Thor. Is ● path difference for ●ach ray from ●ach objoct, point, mo they alao aum aa an ● rror
function

m II . 1/;?

(2)

It soemm likaly that thene two error functions will both clecroaso ao the lenm lmproveo, and
one is urged to look for J relatlonohlp between them, An analytic derivation of a relation-
mhlp it too difficult and an experimental study using the leno optimization computor code
was well worthwhile. The main t,op{,c OC this paper is that rolationmhlp.

●



It has been shown, experimentally, for novoral lenses, that there is a linear ro!.ation-
ship between these two error functions so that

rnk = AUk (3)

where A is a constant. Figure 1 showe how well this equation holds Eor a well-corrocted
len9.

It follows then, that either error function will servo to optimize a lens, and that opti-
mizing using one will optimize the other. However, the image spots are easiar tc optimizo
because they are much larger than the OPDS and easier to calculate.

Discussion

Although the function of a lens is to produce the optical counterpart of an object, the
Imagee produced by both simple and compound lennea generally lack a fine focus throughout
the image field. To obtain a fine focus, the optical paths from object q8tnt to image point
ehould all be equal within a small fraction of e wavelength of light. Expreused ~noth~r
way, every ray of light entering the lene from an object point should go to its id-al image
point. The Los Alamoe programs optimizo directly toward that target. 3 Even though moot lans
designs cannot be improved enough to give diffraction-limited performance, the Los Alamoe
programs achieve the noareot approach to that condition and therefore yield tho best lona
for most purposes.

The Los Alamos program’s image-quality optimization is obtained by evaluating the indi-
vidual ray deviations (image errors) from their ideal Image points on the focal surfaca and
then minimizing those deviations by varying the lens parameters in a leaet equaron
The moot useful

●yatem.
variable parameters are the eurface curvatures, the distances between tho

surfaces, and the eize and position of the entrance pupil. Infrequently used variable pa-
rameters are the conic eccentricity of the surface, the polynomial coefficient for an
aepheric surface, the tranelatione and tilts for an off-axis lens ●urface, tho size and
poeition of the exit pupil, and the refractive index. At each Itaration of the laaat
squares eyetem, the optical path diffaroncee of the raye in the image spots become
proportionately emaller as the lateral doviationo in the image spots become smaller. 3

BacauBe a linear least squared eyntem is used to solve the nonlinear lens optimization
problem, the optimization Iterutionn are repeated until the
insignificant, These

lens performance gaina are
are the main featuree of the Los Alamos lens optimization programs,

which are fact, precise and versatile in their calculation capabilities. An extenaivo bib-
liography and many detaile of the calculation procedures are givan in ref. 11.

Although the Seiclel and higher-order aberration coefficients ara not evaluated by the Los
Alamoe programs, there are two evaluations of Loe Alamos-designed lenses by

~1~~.?9?Y3the aberration

othor programa
minimized and balanced in unexpected but eurpriaingly oatisf~ctory

All seven types of ab~rratione cause lateral deviations of the raym from
ideal

their
image points, hence when the ray deviations are minimizad all of the ab~rrationm aro

simultaneously minimlzod and balanced. Aberration, such as spherical aberration, coma ,
aetigmatimm, field curvature, and longitudinal chromatic aberration, which enlarga the imaqo
mpota, are minimizad whori the Image-mpot sizes are minimized. Distortion and lateral chro-
matic aberration, which ciisplaco the images laterally, ● re minimizad when the lateral devia-
tions of tho image-spot ponitiona aro minimized. All Of tho aborrationn are balanced
insofar a~ poosible becaumo theme aberrations causing the largest lateral deviations
indirectly becom~ main targete for the least squures minirnizinq system, Tha aberration
balarlce that ptoducee tho smallest image spots has shown few near-zero ab~rrationn in the
complex lenaea stuciied so far.

Tha latent and moot varsatila varsion of the Len Alamon lona optimization program is a
code that selection of object points and caym to achieve random
atatie, ice. ~~s~~th~ug~o~~~a ~~~:’’performs well, mora cxparionco will ba naederf before tho
particular advantages of random etatistice can bn ●valuated,

Before concluding this d~acumaion, it should bo notarf I:hat the wido”mpread beliaf that
local minima exint in the leant-squares
th~

,~enm-optimtz~tion ● rror function ie not confirmed by
Los Alamou optimization programs. The Los Alamon proqrams find what we bolieva to b.

tho optimum-minimum region, which IS charactnrtzed by small paramator gradiunts of oimilar
0120, smal 1 porformancw lmprov~rnent por lkaration, and many rloaignn that give ●imilar per-
formance. Locnl minima and unique prescription have nol been found in many-parameter
prt)bl*ms. The ronson a uniquo prescription is not Counrl is that a small chango in on.
parnmatar call b. compenoat~d by changes in the remaining parameters, Param*t9r compensation
a180 accounta for the abeence of local minima as the error [unction Is minimized, Howover,
[aloe locfil minimg are frequently found and flvo cauaee havs boon ldentifiodl lomm of raym



that are %Ing traced to the image surface, stopping parameter movement at a boundary, en-
countering a local minimum on the damping-number eearch series, a singularity in the pro-
:;::’ ~5matrix calculation, and a variable parameter that does not change during optimiza-

.

The conditions that cause a variable parameter t move slowly or not at all are tho sub-
ject of my paper on stagnation in lens optimization. ~6 An important cause of stagnation,
previously unrecognized, was found to be a wide range of parameter-gradisnt sizes during op-
timization by least squares. When the parameter gradients ware approximately equalized,
most of the stagnation wae avoided. The result was much faster convergence. It was also
found t:lat the parameter gradiente often can be approximately equalized by adjueting the
size of the lens b~ing optimized. A sample problem was run with three different gradient
ranges to demonstrate the importance of parameter-gradient equalization and to show how the
gradients control optimization progress.

Lens-optimization exam=

To illustrate the results obtained by the Loe Alamos program, prescription obtained
during the optimization of a copy lens for microfilm photography were analyzed. A new
deeign was needed becauee no commercial lens could be found that met the precise imaging re-
quiremanta. The most difficult specification wae diffraction-limited resolution (-400
lines/mm) throughout a 30-mm-diamater flat image at :/4.3 effective relative aperture. The
design that was found and built satiefiea the resolution

a% ‘;:: :;::; eo;:;c::::!:;:::needed for good performance in the desired application.
prescription waa found by a 34-second 40-iteration run on the CDC-7600 computer. That run
ueed eight acts of six-ray bundles, two colors from each of four object points. Imagea at a
representative ima e position were evaluated to obtain the data presented here, the
images from the 2J

e-light
off-axis object point. Prescriptions selected from the 40-iteration run

were evaluated by another code to obtain the plot data. Details of the evaluation procedure
a ra given in ref. 3. Refe:ence 17 describes the search procedure that was used to find the
lens and gives the performance evaluation that the Los Alamoe code calculate,

Figurw 1 shows a plot of the rms image-spot taizes and the corresponding rme OPDe calcu-
lated for the prescriptions selected from the 40-iteration optimization run. Note that tho
points move dlroctly toward zero image error. The graph indicatea that the rma spot size is
about 50 timae larger than the rme OPDe throughout the run that optimized the lens at ~/4.l
●ffective ralative aperture. The small deviation from the linear decrease are
caumed by variation

posnibly
in the competitive relation that this image haa with the other seven

imagea aa the least aquaree reduction progresses.

Figure 2 ahowm the DMTFs calculated for lens preecrlptiona selected from the 40-iteration
optimization run. Steady progress of the curves toward the diffraction-limited modulation
transfer function is clearly indicated. At iteration 40 the curve ia slightly below the
theoretical limit, possibly because the preecriptlon that was generated by six-ray bundles
ia evaluated by a many-ray analyaia on the focal plane selected by the least squares system
for all eight image apota. Examination of a wave aberration map shows the wavefront devla-
tionn to be well below l/4k except for a narrow marginal zone occupying nbout lt of t ha
●ntrance pupil araa. The rma OPD la 0.034A, much am,aller than the 0.28A extreme range.

Optimization with six-ray image spots ham gennrated a lene design that gives performance
clome to the diffraction limit, aa indicated by the DMTF. The etfectivenean of optimization
with six-ray bundles waa discovered aeon after the firnt code was developed, and ita uso in
optimizing a great variety of lenaec has confirmed tha~ finding. Howovar, to obtain a still
batter statistical approximation to tho actual imaging problem, bundlen of twenty- ~~x rays
and thr~e colors were used to g~nerate the refined lens ptemcriptlon that waa built. That
prescription gave diffraction limited lmagaa throughout the field,

Some unueual ly_dlfflcult lene-o~timization exam~les——-— ---—- .— ------- .. . ---- —.. -.. _ .-.-— —- .. . ,.

The Los Alamo- program ham diacovnred mucceaaful lens deaigna for several unueually diL-
ficult problcmc, after tho previoun designers ware unable to salisfy tho requirement. The
●ltuatione occurred when theme designern failed to obtain ●atiafactory lone deaigna aftar
prolonged study and many design runs with optimization programm bamed on claaalcal
aberration theory. Tho fruntratad dealgnere then appemlod to uaera of the Loa Alamoe lens
optimization program for ●olut~one to their problems, Because documentation 10 readily
●vnllablo, tho aolutlonn to four of theme fruatratlng deoign probleme are noted below.

The fit8t fruatratinq design problem was the redesign of ● moven-powet wide-field
●yepiece design that needed two parabololdal surfaces to achieve the mpeclfled resolution.
Becauae the manufacturer could not maam produce the parabololdal murfacea for a military ap-
plication, we reoptlmizerl the ayatem to ●limlnate tha need for aspherical surfaces. Tho



redesign was obtained quickly with no change in the number or arran9e~~n;hao:ub::;tu:;;:
elements, and with performance exceeding that of the original design.
capability of the Loe Alamoe program was used to simulate the eye’e scanning Of the largm
eyepiece pupil.

The second frustrating design problem was a 10.5-inch-ofl, g/1.e, three-mirror
ultraviolet objective for use in stellar photographic photometry experiments on the
U. S. Na?ional Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Apollo orbiting spacecraft. An
aberration coefficient approach had pr

the images at larger angles~auced a ‘ood
design for a 4° field, but comatic flare

degraded Optimization with the Los Alamoe program eliminated

;:;::cd:;;:;.:~o
an Co field and madq what the previously frustrated designer called “J

The third frustrating design problem was a 10-inch-efl, ~/10 coll~mator for use with the
600-incll-eEl, ~/10 U. S. Naval Observatory Telescope (at Flagstaff, Arizona) to make
photographs at </2.0 aperture with a 2-inch-efl lens. An aberration coefficient approach,
with about 200 design rune made during eightean monthe, produced a bmat design that still
had a serious problem with astigmatism. The Los Alamos progra
astigmatism with about 15 optimization runs mado during monthO~l~qhre~~:d ~~~~lofi~~~~one
epots at the field edge of the Los Alamos design indicated that the energy concentration was
at least ten times better than was obtained by the beat aberration design. Grain-limited
resolution in the galaxy arms was obtained whc.1 an ~/2.O camera was used with the telescope-
collimator combination.

The fourth frustrating d~sign problem was a 508-mm-efl, g/2.5, light-weight, high resolu-
tion telescope Eor NASA’s Mariner 1969 and 1971 spacecraft that returned television picturee
from Mars. To study various possible telescope designe and optimize the moot promising
ones, the Los Alamos program wae ueed for all performance evaluation and optimization
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Paaadena, California. 29t ;;:

best of the many designs that were optimized was the long Equi-Radii Baker design, which mot
all construction and resolution requirements and made thn excellent television pictures that
were returned from Mars. Tests of the prototype telescope showed a minimum visual resolu-
tion of lBO lines/mm at all parts of the image field.

Conclusion

The four Los Alamos lens optimization codes optimize lens performance by a atatiatical
analynis that minimizes the lateral ray deviations in the image epots from their ideal image
points, a procedure that simultaneously minimizes and balances the
the

diffraction ● rrcra and
Seidel and higher-order aberrations. A nearly ideal lens optimization procedure haa

been invented and domon~,trated,
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